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Abstract—Many emerging cyber-physical systems, such as autonomous vehicles and robots, rely heavily on artificial intelligence and
machine learning algorithms to perform important system operations. Since these highly parallel applications are computationally
intensive, they need to be accelerated by graphics processing units (GPUs) to meet stringent timing constraints. However, despite the
wide adoption of GPUs, efficiently scheduling multiple GPU applications while providing rigorous real-time guarantees remains a
challenge. In this paper, we propose RTGPU, which can schedule the execution of multiple GPU applications in real-time to meet hard
deadlines. Each GPU application can have multiple CPU execution and memory copy segments, as well as GPU kernels. We start with
a model to explicitly account for the CPU and memory copy segments of these applications. We then consider the GPU architecture in
the development of a precise timing model for the GPU kernels and leverage a technique known as persistent threads to implement
fine-grained kernel scheduling with improved performance through interleaved execution. Next, we propose a general method for
scheduling parallel GPU applications in real time. Finally, to schedule multiple parallel GPU applications, we propose a practical
real-time scheduling algorithm based on federated scheduling and grid search (for GPU kernel segments) with uniprocessor fixed
priority scheduling (for multiple CPU and memory copy segments). Our approach provides superior schedulability compared with
previous work, and gives real-time guarantees to meet hard deadlines for multiple GPU applications according to comprehensive
validation and evaluation on a real NVIDIA GTX1080Ti GPU system.
Index Terms—GPGPU, Heterogeneous Computing, Parallel Real-time Scheduling, Persistent Thread, Interleaved Execution,
Federated Scheduling, Fixed Priority, Self-suspension Model, Schedulability Analysis.
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I NTRODUCTION

N

OWADAYS , artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) applications accelerated by graphics
processing units (GPUs) are widely adopted in emerging
autonomous systems, such as self-driving vehicles and collaborative robotics [1], [2]. For example, Volvo deployed
NVIDIA DRIVE PX 2 technology for semi-autonomous
driving in 100 XC90 luxury SUVs [3]. These autonomous
systems must simultaneously execute different algorithms
in the GPU in order to perform tasks such as object detection, 3D annotation, movement prediction, and route
planning [4], [5], and must also process images and signals
from various sensors and decide the next action in real time.
It is thus essential to manage concurrent execution in
the GPUs diligently with respect to various timing constraints, since they can have direct and critical impacts on
the stability and safety of the whole system. For generalpurpose computing in non-real-time systems with GPUs,
GPU scheduling has aimed to minimize the makespan of a
single application or to maximize the total throughput of the
system [6], [7], [8], [9]. However, many of these techniques
do not translate well to scheduling GPU applications with
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real-time deadlines. Conventional programming interfaces
allow scheduling only at the granularity of GPU kernels: by
default, the first-launched GPU kernel will occupy all GPU
resources until completion, at which time the next scheduled
GPU kernel can begin executing1 , even with Multi-Process
Service (MPS) [10]. This kernel-granular scheduling is not
sufficient to meet real-time deadlines. For example, consider
two real-time tasks run on the same GPU, one of which has
a large GPU kernel with a long deadline, while the other has
a small GPU kernel with a short deadline. If the large GPU
kernel arrives slightly before the small GPU kernel, the large
task will take over the entire GPU, leaving the small task
stuck waiting and likely missing its deadline. To overcome
this deficiency and improve the real-time performance of
GPU applications, systems may add some form of preemption via low-level driver support or modify CUDA APIs so
that the system’s timing behavior is more predictable [11],
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. However, none of these
approaches provides fine-grained real-time GPU scheduling
and the corresponding schedulability analysis needed to
1. GPU CUDA activity from independent host processes will normally create independent CUDA contexts. Thus, the CUDA activity
launched from separate host processes will take place in separate
CUDA contexts, on the same device. CUDA activity in separate contexts will be serialized. The GPU will execute the activity from one
process, and when that activity is idle, it will switch to another context
to complete the CUDA activity launched from the other process. The
detailed inter-context scheduling behavior is not specified.
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Figure 2: Typical GPU task execution pattern.
Figure 1: RTGPU framework
execute multiple real-time tasks in GPUs.
In this paper, we propose RTGPU, a general realtime GPU scheduling framework shown schematically in
Fig. 1, which provides GPU partitioning and modeling
and a scheduling algorithm and schedulability analysis.
First, based on an in-depth understanding of GPU kernel execution and profiling of synthetic workloads, we
leverage a technique called persistent threads to support
SM-granularity scheduling for concurrent GPU applications [19], [20], [21]. With the persistent threads technique,
the interleaved execution can achieve a 10% to 37% improvement in system utilization. We then develop a realtime GPU system model that introduces the concept of virtual streaming multiprocessors (virtual SMs). With this model,
we are able to explicitly assign the desired number of
virtual SMs to each GPU kernel of each GPU application,
allowing finer-grained GPU scheduling without any lowlevel modifications to GPU systems. Compared with previous kernel-granularity scheduling approaches, this model
supports more flexible parallel execution in the GPUs.
Each GPU application has multiple CPU execution,
memory copy segments, and GPU kernels. For the GPU
segments, based on our real-time GPU system model, we
extend a parallel real-time scheduling paradigm, federated
scheduling [22], to schedule real-time GPU applications
with implicit deadlines. The key idea behind federated
scheduling is to calculate and statically assign the specific
computing resources that each parallel real-time task needs
to meet its deadline. Note that preemption between tasks
is not needed if the correct number of fixed-granularity
computing resources can be accurately derived in analysis
and enforced during runtime. For the CPU segments and
memory copies between CPU and GPU, a novel uniprocessor fixed priority scheduling method is then proposed
based on calculating the response time upper bounds and
lower bounds of each segment alternately. This scheduling
algorithm is not limited to GPU applications and can be further applied to other applications running on heterogeneous
architecture computing systems.
Compared with previous work, combining GPU federated scheduling with CPU and memory copy fixed priority
scheduling works well and achieves the best schedulability
known to date. To assess the effectiveness of those techniques on real platforms, we evaluate and validate our
proposed RTGPU framework on real NVIDIA GPU systems.

2

BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK

2.1 Background on GPU Systems. GPUs are designed to
accelerate compute-intensive workloads with high levels
of data parallelism. As shown in Fig. 2., a typical GPU
program contains three parts — a code segment that runs
on the host CPU (the CPU segment), the host/device memory
copy segment, and the device code segment which is also
known as the GPU kernel. GPU kernels are single instruction
multiple threads (SIMT) programs. The programmer writes
code for one thread, many threads are grouped into one
thread block, and many thread blocks form a GPU kernel.
The threads in one block execute the same instruction on
different data simultaneously. A GPU consists of multiple
streaming multiprocessors (SMs). The SM is the main computing unit, and each thread block is assigned to an SM to
execute. Inside each SM are many smaller execution units
that handle the physical execution of the threads in a thread
block assigned to the SM, such as CUDA cores for normal
arithmetic operations, special function units (SFUs) for transcendental arithmetic operations, and load and store units
(LD/ST) for transferring data from/to cache or memory.
When GPU-accelerated tasks are executed concurrently,
kernels from different tasks are issued to a GPU simultaneously. Standard CUDA streaming supports multiple kernels
concurrently within the same CUDA context. However,
it cannot effectively manage concurrent GPU kernels and
tasks in an explicit manner. When kernels are launched, the
thread blocks are dispatched to all the SMs on a first-come,
first-served basis. The first-launched kernel occupies all the
GPU resources, and the next kernel begins its execution only
when SMs are freed after completion of the first kernel.
Therefore, the execution of the concurrent tasks remains
sequential despite the CUDA streaming mode.
2.2 Background on Multi-Segment Self-Suspension. In
the multi-segment self-suspension model, a task τi has
mi execution segments and mi ´ 1 suspension segments
between the execution segments. So task τi with deadline
Di and period
` Ti is expressed as a 3-tuple:
˘
i ´1
τi “ pL0i , Si0 , L1i , ..., Simi ´2 , Lm
q, Di , Ti
i
j
j
where Li and Si are the lengths of the j -th execution and
q j , Sp j s gives the upper
suspension segments, respectively. rS
i
i
j pj
and lower bounds of the suspension length Si . L
i is the
j
upper bound on the length of the execution segment Li .
The analysis in [23] bounds the worst-case response time
of a task under the multi-segment self-suspension model,
which is summarized below and utilized in this work for
analyzing the response time of CPU-GPU tasks.
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Lemma 2.1. The following workload function Wih ptq bounds on
the maximum amount of execution that task τi can perform during
an interval with a duration t and a starting segment Lhi :
l
ÿ
p j mod mi `
L
Wih ptq “
i
j“h
l
´
ÿ
˘¯
` j mod mi
p pl`1q mod mi , t ´
p
` Si pjq
min L
L
i
i
j“h

where l is the maximum integer satisfying the following condition:
l
ÿ
˘
` j mod mi
p
` Si pjq ď t
L
i
j“h

and Si pjq is the minimum interval-arrival time between execution
j`1
j
segments Li and Li , which is defined by:
$ j mod mi
q
if j mod mi ‰ pmi ´ 1q
’
’ Si
’
&Ti ´ Di
else if j “ mi ´ 1
mÿ
mÿ
Si pjq “
i ´1
i ´2
’
pj ´
’
L
Sqij
otherwise
’
i
%Ti ´
j“0

j“0

j

Then the response time of execution segment Li in task
τk can be bounded by calculating the interference caused by
the workload of the set of higher-priority tasks hppkq.
p j is the smallest
Lemma 2.2. The worst-case response time R
k
value that satisfies the following recurrence:
ÿ
pj “ L
pj `
pjq
R
max Wih pR
k
k
k
τi Phppkq

hPr0,mi ´1s

Hence, the response time of task τk can be bounded by
either taking the summation of the response times of every
execution segments and the total worst-case suspension
time, or calculating the total interference caused by the
workload of the set of higher-priority tasks hppkq plus the
total worst-case execution and suspension time.
p k of task τk
Lemma 2.3. Hence, the worst-case response time R
x
x
is upper bounded by the minimum of R1 k and R2 k , where:
mÿ
mÿ
k ´1
k ´2
pj
xk “
R1
R
(1)
Spkj `
k
j“0

j“0

and R2k is the smallest value that satisfies the recurrence:
mÿ
mÿ
k ´2
k ´1
ÿ
xk “
pj `
x kq
R2
Sp j `
L
max W h pR2
k

j“0

k

j“0

τi Phppkq

hPr0,mi ´1s

i

(2)
2.3 Related Work. Previous work on GPU resource management at the operating system-level [6], [7], [24] has
used persistent threads to implement SM-granularity workload assignment for non-real-time systems [19], [20], [21].
Meanwhile, Lin [2] proposed integrated vectorization and
scheduling methods to exploit multiple forms of parallelism
for optimizing throughput for synchronous dataflows on
memory-constrained CPU-GPU platforms. Wang [25] implemented a user-mode lightweight CPU–GPU resource
management framework to optimize the CPU utilization
while maintaining good Quality of Service (QoS) of GPUintensive workloads in the cloud, such as cloud games.
For a more complex system, Kayiran [8] considered GPU
concurrency in a heterogeneous setting. For a large scale
server system, Yang [9] studied parallel execution on multicore GPU clusters. Park [15], Basaran [16], Tanasic [17],

and Zhou [18] proposed architecture extensions and Effisha
[26] introduced software techniques without any hardware
modification to support kernel preemption. Chen [27] extended the original Flink on CPU clusters to GFlink on
heterogeneous CPU-GPU clusters for big data applications.
Thermal and energy efficient GPU systems were studied in
[28], [29]. For real-time systems with GPUs, previous work
mainly involves GPU kernel-granularity scheduling. For
example, Kato [13] introduced a priority-based scheduler;
Elliott proposed shared resources and containers for integrating GPU and CPU scheduling [14] and GPUSync [30]
for managing multi-GPU multicore soft real-time systems
with flexibility, predictability, and parallelism; Golyanik [31]
described a scheduling approach based on time-division
multiplexing; S 3 DNN [11] optimized the execution of DNN
GPU workloads in a real-time multi-tasking environment
through scheduling the GPU kernels. However, these approaches focus on predictable GPU control, and do not
allow multiple tasks to use the GPU at the same time. Thus,
the GPU may be underutilized and a task may wait a long
time to access the GPU. Researchers also have explored
other approaches to improve schedulability. Gerum [32] and
Berezovskyi [33] targeted accurate timing estimation for
GPU workloads. Zhou [18] proposed a technique based on
reordering and batching kernels to speed up deep neural
networks. Lee [12] studied how to schedule two real-time
GPU tasks. Bakhoda [34], Wang [35], Xu [36], and Lee [37]
studied GPU scheduling on a GPU simulator. For scheduling theory, the CPU-GPU system can be modeled after the
self-suspension framework, but it has CPU, memory copy,
and GPU segments leading to more unique and complicated features like the interactions and blockings from nonpreemptive components in the suspension segments. Saha
[38] used the persistent threads technique and busy-waiting
suspension mode, which underrates the system’s performance and causes extra pessimism in the scheduling ability.
Sun [39] proposed a formal representation of the scheduling
problem upon host-centric acceleration architectures, but it
cannot handle classic sporadic/periodic tasks.

3

CPU AND M EMORY M ODEL

3.1 CPU Modelling. As represented in Fig. 2., a typical
GPU application has multiple segments of CPU code, memory copies between the CPU and GPU, and GPU code
(which are also called GPU kernels). Because a GPU has
powerful parallel computational capacity, it is assigned to
execute computationally-intensive workloads, such as matrix operations. The CPU executes serial instructions, e.g.,
for communication with IO devices (sensors and actuators)
and launches memory copies and GPU kernels.
When a CPU executes serial instructions, it naturally
behaves as a single-threaded application without parallelism. When the CPU code launches memory copies or
GPU kernels, these instructions will be added into multiple
FIFO buffers called a ”CUDA stream”. The memory copies
and GPU kernels, which are in different CUDA streams, can
execute in parallel if there are remaining available resources.
The execution order of memory copies and GPU kernels in
a single CUDA stream can be controlled by the order in
which they are added to it by the CPU code. After the CPU
has launched memory copies and GPU kernels into a CUDA
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(a) Default sequential execution

4

(b) Kernel-granularity scheduling

(c) SM-granularity scheduling

Figure 3: Comparison of three different GPU application scheduling approaches.
stream, it will immediately execute the next instruction,
unless extra synchronization is used in the CPU code to
wait for the memory copies or GPU kernels to finish. Thus,
the CPU segments in GPU applications can be modelled as
serial instructions executed by one thread.
3.2 Memory Modeling. Memory copying between the CPU
and GPU execution units includes two stages. In the first
stage, data is copied between the CPU memory and the GPU
memory through a single peripheral component interconnect express (PCIe) for a desktop/server GPU, or through
a network on chip (NoC) for an embedded GPU. Because
of the hardware protocols for PCIe and NoC, only one
global memory copy can be performed at a time. Also, the
memory copy through PCIe/NoC is non-preemptive once
it starts. The memory copy time between CPU memory and
GPU memory is a linear function of the copied memory
size. The GPU and other accelerators mainly provide two
types of memory movement between the CPU and GPU
(accelerators) [40], [41]: direct memory copy (also called
traditional memory) and unified memory (introduced in
CUDA 6.0 and strengthened in CUDA 8.0). Direct memory
copy uses traditional memory to store and access memory,
where data must be explicitly copied from CPU to GPU
portions of DRAM. Unified memory is developed from zerocopy memory where the CPU and the GPU can access the
same memory area by using the same memory addresses
between the CPU and GPU. In unified memory, the GPU
can access any page of the entire system memory and
then migrate the data on-demand to its own memory at
the granularity of pages. Compared with unified memory,
direct memory copy is faster (higher bandwidth) [42] and
is a more universal application, not just limited to GPU
systems but also widely used in heterogeneous computing
systems. In following discussion, we focus mainly on direct
memory copy, but our approach can also be directly applied
to unified memory by setting explicit copy length to zero.
The second stage is the memory access from the GPU’s
execution units to the GPU cache or memory. The GPU
adopts a hierarchical memory architecture. Each GPU SM
has a local L1 cache, and all SMs share a global L2 cache and
DRAM banks. Although the current NVIDIA Multi-Process
Service (MPS) does not provide any official mechanism
for shared memory hierarchy partitioning, computer architecture researchers have proposed software-based generic
algorithms [43] for partitioning the publicly unknown architectural details of the GPU L2 cache and DRAM through

reverse engineering. These memory accesses actually happen simultaneously with the kernel’s execution. Thus, the
second memory operation is modeled as part of the criticalpath overhead of the kernel execution model.

4

GPU PARALLEL K ERNEL E XECUTION M ODEL

This section introduces the modeling of GPU kernels,
which are the key components in GPU accelerated applications. A hard deadline requires an accurate task execution
model, built upon a deep understanding of the GPU architecture and its parallel execution mechanism.
4.1 Kernel-granularity and SM-granularity Scheduling.
An off-the-shelf GPU supports only kernel-granularity
scheduling, as shown in Fig. 3(a). When kernels are
launched in the GPU, each kernel fully occupies all the
compute resources (SMs) on the GPU, so even with MultiProcess Service (MPS) by default a GPU is only able to
execute one kernel at a time. The execution order of the
kernels of the different tasks can be changed in kernelgranularity scheduling, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Ever since the
development of the Pascal GP100 architecture, preemption
has been supported by swapping the whole kernel context
to GPU DRAM. However, preemption is mainly used for
long-running or ill-behaved applications. It is not suitable
for run-time systems [44], [45], since it introduces intolerable
overhead when a whole GPU kernel is swapped in and out.
The persistent threads approach is a new software workload assignment solution proposed to implement finer and
more flexible SM-granularity GPU scheduling. The persistent threads technique alters the notion of the lifetime of virtual software threads, bringing them closer to the execution
lifetime of the physical hardware thread [20]. Specifically,
each persistent threads block links multiple thread blocks
of one kernel and is assigned to one SM to execute for
the entire hardware execution lifetime of the kernel. For
example, in Fig. 3(c), the first thread block in kernel 1 (K1)
links the other thread blocks in K1 to form a big linked
thread block. When this first thread block is executed by
one SM, the other thread blocks in K1, which are linked by
the first block, will also be executed in the first SM. Thus, K1
takes one SM to execute. Similarly, in kernel 3 (K3), the first
two thread blocks link the other thread blocks and form two
big linked thread locks. Thus, the kernel 3 (K3) takes two
SMs to execute. The detailed persistent threads technique of
linking thread blocks to form linked thread blocks is shown
in Algorithm 1.
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(a) with increasing numbers of assigned SMs

Figure 5: Virtual SM model for interleaved execution

(b) comprehensive kernel with increasing size

Figure 4: Kernel execution time trends.
When the numbers of linked thread blocks are changed,
the resulting number of persistent threads blocks controls
how many SMs (i.e., GPU resources) are used by a kernel.
In addition, when there are remaining available SMs, CUDA
introduces CUDA Streams that support concurrent execution of multiple kernels. By exploiting persistent threads and
CUDA Streams, we can explicitly control the number of SMs
used by each kernel and execute kernels of different tasks
concurrently to achieve SM-granularity scheduling. Persistent threads enabled SM-granularity scheduling fundamentally improves schedulability of parallel GPU applications
by exploiting finer-grained parallelism.
4.2 Kernel Execution Model. To understand the relationship between the execution time of a kernel and the number
of SMs assigned via persistent threads, we conducted the
following experiments. We use five synthetic kernel benchmarks that utilize different GPU resources: a computation
kernel, consisting mainly of arithmetic operations; a branch
kernel containing large number of conditional branch operations; a memory kernel full of memory and register visits; a
special-function kernel with special mathematical functions,
such as sine and cosine operations; and a comprehensive
kernel including all these arithmetic, branch, memory, and
special mathematical operations. Each kernel performs 1000
floating-point operations on a 215 -long vector.
We first run each kernel separately with a fixed workload
for 1000 times and record its corresponding execution time
with increasing numbers of assigned SMs, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). From the boxplot, we can see that the kernel
execution time t follows the classic formula
C ´L
`L
(3)
t“
m
where m is the number of assigned SMs, C is the work of
the kernel, and L is the GPU overhead including on-chip
memory visit. This makes it clear that GPU kernels are fully
parallel workloads, which can utilize all m allocated SMs.
The only sequential execution is when the GPU is copying
data and launching the kernel. We can also observe that
the execution time of a GPU kernel has low variation because it benefits from a single-instruction multiple-threads
(SIMT) architecture, in which single-instruction, multiple-

data (SIMD) processing is combined with multithreading
for better parallelism.
Next, we examine the kernel execution time with increasing kernel sizes and different numbers of assigned
SMs. Fig. 4(b) shows that the sophisticated kernel and the
other types of kernels have similar trends. The results are
again consistent with Eq. (3). When the size of the kernel is
significantly larger than the GPU overhead, the execution
time is dominated by the work of the kernel and has a
nearly linear speedup. Also, no matter whether the kernel
is large or small, and no matter what types of operations
are executed inside the kernel, the variance of the kernel
execution times is consistently small.
4.3 Interleaved Execution and Virtual SM. In SMgranularity scheduling with multiple GPU tasks, we can
further improve GPU utilization by exploiting interleaved
execution of GPU kernels. On a GPU with M SMs, naive
SM-granularity scheduling can first concurrently execute
the K1 and K2 kernels, each with M {2 persistent threads
blocks, and then execute the K3 kernel with M persistent
threads blocks, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Each block requires
one SM to execute one persistent thread at a time.
On the other hand, an SM actually allows the parallel
execution of two or more persistent threads blocks to overlap if they use different components of the SM in the same
cycle [46]. This interleaved execution is similar to the hyperthreading in conventional multithreaded CPU systems that
aims to improve computation performance. For example, in
an NVIDIA GTX 1080 TI, one SM can hold 2048 software
threads, whereas one thread block can have at most 1024
software threads. Thus, two or more thread blocks can be
interleaved and executed on one SM. One important consequence of interleaved execution is that the execution time
of a kernel increases. Therefore, to improve GPU utilization
and efficiency, we can launch all three kernels, as illustrated
in Fig. 5(b), where kernel 1 and kernel 2 will simultaneously
execute with kernel 3. The execution latency of each kernel
is increased by a factor called the interleaved factor, which
ranges from 1.0 to 1.8 in the following experiments.
We propose a virtual SM model to capture this interleaved execution of multiple GPU kernels, as shown in
Fig. 5(c). In particular, we double the number of physical
SMs to get the number of virtual SMs. Each virtual SM
can execute the same type of instruction from one persistent
threads block in one virtual cycle. Compared with a physical
SM, a virtual SM has a reduced computational ability and
hence a prolonged virtual cycle, the length of which is related to the type of instructions in the interleaved kernel. To
understand the interleaved ratio between the virtual cycle
and the actual cycle, we empirically measured the execution
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo Code of Pinned SelfInterleaving Persistent Thread Pseudo Code

2

1.5
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Max
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Max
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// Get the ID of current SM with assemble language

static device
inline
uint32 t mysmid()
{
uint32 t smid;
asm volatile (”mov.u32 %0, %%smid;” : ”=r”(smid));
return smid; }

(b) On memory kernel

Normalized Execution
time

Normalized Execution
time
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// Kernel pinned to desired SMs with self-interleaved
persistent thread

2

1.5
1

0.5

Max
Med
Min
Max
Med
Min

global void kernel (int desired SMs, ...){
int SM num;
SM num = mysmid(); // Get the ID of current SM
//Excute on desired SMs, otherwise return

if(SM num == desired SMs) {
//Get the global thread index: tid

(c) On branch kernel

int tid = threadIdx.x+(SM num desired SM start)*blockDim.x;

(d) On special kernel

Figure 6: Characterization of the latency extension ratios of
interleaved execution

//off set links to the next thread block by persistent thread

int off set =
blockDim.x*(desired SM end-desired SM start+1);

time of a synthetic benchmark when it was interleaved
with another benchmark. Fig. 6 illustrates the minimum,
median, and maximum interleaved execution time, colored
from light to dark, normalized over the worst-case execution
time of the kernel without interleaving, where the left bar
is without interleaving and right bar is with interleaving.
We can see that the interleaved execution ratio is at most
1.45ˆ, 1.7ˆ, 1.7ˆ, and 1.8ˆ for special, branch, memory
and computation kernels, respectively. The proposed virtual
SM model improves throughput by 11% „ 38% compared
to the naive non-interleaved physical SM model.
4.4 Workload Pinning and Self-Interleaving. Using the
persistent threads and interleaved execution techniques,
multiple tasks can be executed in parallel, and the interleaved execution further improves GPU performance. In
real GPU systems, such as NVIDIA GPUs, a hardware
scheduler is implemented that allocates the thread blocks
to SMs in a greedy-then-oldest manner [34]. Thus, at run
time, the thread blocks from a kernel are interleaved and executed with thread blocks from other possible kernels, and
the interleaved execution ratio is different when different
kernels are interleaved and executed, as shown in Fig. 6.
To guarantee a hard deadline, each kernel has to adopt the
largest interleaved execution ratio when this kernel is interleaved and executed with other possible kernels. However,
using the highest interleaved execution ratio cannot avoid
underestimation of the GPU computation ability. Therefore,
we introduce workload pinning which pins the persistent
threads blocks to specific SMs, and self-interleaving where
the kernel interleaves with itself on its pinned SMs.
Workload pinning is implemented by launching 2M
persistent threads blocks in each kernel, which is also the
number of virtual SMs, so that all virtual SMs will finally
have one persistent threads block to execute. If the SM
is the targeted pinning SM, the thread block will begin
to execute. Persistent threads blocks assigned to undesired
SMs (untargeted pinning SMs), will simply return, which
takes only about 10 µs. When a persistent threads block is
assigned to the correct SM, it will not only execute its own

//Divide N threads inside a kernel to 2 halves [0 N/2) and
[N/2 N). [0 N/2) and [N/2 N) from same kernel interleaved
execute with each other. From the kernel perspective, the
kernel interleaved execute with itself.

if(blockIdx.x ă virtual SM/2) {
for(int i = tid; i ă N/2; i += off set) {
Execute on thread i;}}
else {
for(int i = tid + N/2; i ă N; i += off set) {
Execute on thread i;}}

}
return; }
// Kernel launch
void main () {
dim3 gridsize (number of virtual SM);
dim3 blocksize (Max number of threads per block);
task1 Î gridsize, blocksize, ..., stream Ï (int
desired SMs, ...);
kernel(intdesiredSMs, ...);
return; }

workload, but will also execute the workloads from blocks
assigned to the undesired SMs. Thus, the kernel is actually
executed on the desired SMs, and the undesired SMs execute
an empty block within a negligible time.
The self-interleaving technique evenly divides the original kernel into two small kernels, which are assigned to the
same specific SMs using workload pinning. The two small
kernels are then interleaved and executed on the pinned
SMs. The original kernel is self-interleaved on the pinned
SMs. A persistent threads with pinned self-interleaving
design and implementation is described in Algorithm 1.

5

P RACTICAL RT-GPU TASK S CHEDULING

In this section, we first introduce the model for real-time
GPU tasks, then propose the RT-GPU scheduling algorithm,
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Figure 7: GPU tasks real-time scheduling model.
and develop the corresponding response time analysis. RTGPU uses federated scheduling to execute GPU kernels on
virtual SMs and uses fixed-priority scheduling to schedule
CPU and memory-copy segments.
One of the key challenges of deriving the end-to-end
response times for CPU-GPU tasks is to simultaneously
bound the interference on CPU, GPU, and bus without being too pessimistic. Extending federated scheduling allows
us to achieve efficient and predictable execution of GPU
kernels and to analyze the response times of GPU kernels
independently. When analyzing the response times of the
CPU segments, we view the CPU segments as execution
and the response times of GPU and memory-copy segments
as suspension; similarly, when analyzing the response times
of the memory-copy segments, we consider the memorycopy segments as execution and the response times of
GPU and CPU segments as suspension. We can thus exploit the response time analysis in [23] for multi-segment
self-suspension tasks, which allows us to achieve better
schedulability for CPU-GPU tasks. Our proposed end-toend response time analysis is not limited to CPU-memoryGPU system. It can also be applied to other heterogeneous
systems, like CPU-memory-FPGA and CPU-memory-TUP
systems.
5.1 Task Model. Leveraging the platform implementation
and the CPU, memory and GPU models discussed in previous sections, the model for the parallel real-time tasks
executing on a CPU-GPU platform is shown in Fig. 7. We
consider a task set τ comprised of n sporadic tasks, where
τ “ tτ1 , τ2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , τn u. Each task τi , where 1 ď i ď n,
has a relative deadline Di and a period (minimum interarrival time) Ti . In this work, we restrict our attention to
constrained-deadline tasks, where Di ď Ti , and tasks with
fixed task-level priorities, where each task is associated with
a unique priority. More precisely, when making scheduling
decisions on any resource, such as CPU and bus, the system always selects the segment with the highest priority
among all available segments for that resource to execute.
Of course, a segment of a task only becomes available if all
the previous segments of that task have been completed.
On a CPU-GPU platform, task τi consists of mi CPU
segments, 2mi ´ 2 memory-copy segments, and mi ´ 1
GPU segments. As discussed in Section 4.2, a GPU segment
Gji models the execution of a GPU kernel on interleaved
j
j
SMs using total work GW i , critical-path overhead GLi , and

where CLi and MLi are the execution times of the pj ` 1q-th
CPU and memory-copy segments, respectively. In addition,
we use q and p to denote the lower and upper bound on a
j
j
x and CL
| are the upper
random variable. For example, CL
i
i
and lower bounds on execution times of the pj ` 1q-th CPU
segment of τi , respectively.
To derive the end-to-end response time Ri of task τi ,
j
j
j
we will analyze the response times GRi , M Ri , and CRi
of each individual GPU, memory-copy, and CPU segments,
respectively, and calculate their lower and upper bounds in
the following subsections.
5.2 Federated Scheduling for GPU Segments. For executing the GPU segments of the n tasks on the shared GPU with
2GN virtual SMs (i.e., GN physical SMs), we propose to
generalize federated scheduling [22], a scheduling paradigm
for parallel real-time tasks on general-purpose multi-core
CPUs, to scheduling parallel GPU segments. The key insight of federated scheduling is to calculate and assign the
minimum number of dedicated resources needed for each
parallel task to meet its deadline.
Specifically, we allocate 2GN i dedicated virtual SMs to
j
each task τi , such that its GPU segment Gi can start executing immediately after the completion of the corresponding
2j
memory copy MLi . In this way, the mapping and execution
of GPU kernels to SMs are explicitly controlled via the
persistent thread and workload pinning interfaces, so the
effects caused by the black-box internal scheduler of a GPU
are minimized. Additionally, tasks do not need to compete
for SMs, so there is no blocking time on the non-preemptive
SMs. Furthermore, via the self-interleaving technique, we
enforce that GPU kernels do not share any physical SMs.
Therefore, the interference between different GPU segments
is minimized, and the execution times of GPU segments are
more predictable.
In summary, each task τi is assigned with 2GN i dedicated virtual SMs where each of its GPU segments selfj
interleaves and has an interleaved execution ratio αi . In
Section 5.5, we will present the algorithm that determines
the SM allocation to tasks. Here, for a given allocation, we
can easily extend the formula in Section 4.2 to obtain the
j
following lemma for calculating the response time GR i of a
j
GPU segment Gi .
j

Lemma 5.1. If the GPU segment Gi has a total work in
j
j
j
~ , GW
z s, a critical-path overhead in range r0, GL
x s
range rGW
i
i
i
j
and an interleaved execution ratio in range r1, αi s, then when
running on 2GN i dedicated virtual SMs, its response time is in
j
j
} , GR
y s where
rGR
i

i

j

j

j

~
z j
x
j
j
j
} “ GW i , and GR
y “ GW i αi ´ GLi ` GL
x .
GR
i
i
i
2GN i
2GN i
j

} is the shortest execution time
Proof. The lower bound GR
i
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of this GPU segment on 2GNi virtual SMs. In the best
case, there is no critical-path overhead and no execution
time inflation due to interleaved execution. The minimum
j
~ is executed in full parallelism on
total virtual work GW
i
j
} . In
2GNi virtual SMs, which gives the formula for GR
i
j

z αj ,
the worst case, the maximum total virtual work is GW
i i
j
x captures the
and the maximum critical-path overhead GL
i

j

x is a
maximum overhead of launching the kernel. Since GL
i
constant overhead and is not affected by self-interleaving
and multiple virtual SMs, we do not need to apply the
j
j
x . After deducting the
interleaved execution ratio αi to GL
i
critical-path overhead, the remaining GPU computation is
embarrassingly parallel on 2GNi virtual SMs, which results
j
y .
the formula of GR

response times of memory-copy segments, which will be
analyzed in Section 5.4. (4) Moreover, the lower bounds on
the end-to-end response times of a task are related to the
response times of all types of segments, which requires a
holistic fixed-point calculation to be presented in Section 5.5.
We now define the following memory-copy workload
function MW hi ptq, which is similar to the workload function
defined for standard self-suspension tasks in Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 5.2. MW hi ptq bounds the maximum amount of memorycopy that task τi can perform during an interval with a duration
t and a starting memory-copy segment MLhi , where:

MW hi ptq “

l
ÿ

j mod 2mi ´2

y
ML
i

j“h

i

Note that Lemma 5.1 calculates both the lower and upper
j
bounds on the response time of GPU segment Gi , because
both bounds are needed when analyzing the total response
time of task τi . Both the lower and upper bounds can be
obtained by profiling the execution time of GPU segments
many times.
To ensure that tasks do not share SMs, the total number
of virtual SMs assigned to all tasks must be
ř no more than
the number of available virtual SMs, i.e., i GN i ď GN ;
otherwise, the task set is unschedulable. During runtime execution of schedulable task sets, our platform will generate
2GN i persistent threads blocks for each GPU segment of
task τi to execute on its assigned 2GN i virtual SMs.
5.3 Fixed-Priority Scheduling for Memory-Copy Segments with Self-Suspension and Blocking. Our proposed
algorithm, which will be explained in detail in Section 5.5,
schedules the CPU and memory segments according to
fixed-priority scheduling. In this subsection, we will focus
on analyzing the fixed-priority scheduling of the memorycopy segments on the bus. From the perspective of executing memory-copies over the bus, memory-copy segments
are “execution segments”; the time intervals where task τi
spends on waiting for CPU and GPU to complete the corresponding computation are “suspension segments”, since
the bus can be used by other tasks during these intervals
of τi even if τi has higher priority. The analysis uses the
lower bounds on the lengths of suspension segments, i.e.,
the lower bounds on response times of CPU and GPU segj
} has been
ments. For a GPU segment, the lower bound GR
i
obtained in Section 5.2, since our proposed algorithm uses
federated scheduling on the GPU. Since the CPU segments
are executed on a uniprocessor, the response time of a CPU
segment is lower bounded by the minimum execution time
j
j
} “ CL
| .
of this segment, i.e., CR
i
i
However, compared with the standard self-suspension
model in Section 2.2, memory-copy over a bus has the
following differences. (1) Because memory copy is nonpreemptive, a memory-copy segment of a high-priority task
can be blocked by at most one memory-copy segment of
any lower-priority task if this lower-priority segment has
already occupied the bus. (2) The length of suspension
between two consecutive memory-copies depends on the
response time of the corresponding CPU or GPU segment.
(3) The response times of CPU segments are related to the

´
pl`1q mod 2mi ´2
y
` min ML
,
i

t´

l
ÿ
`

j mod 2mi ´2

y
ML
i

˘¯
` MS i pjq

j“h

where l is the maximum integer satisfying the following condition:
l
ÿ
`

j mod 2mi ´2

y
ML
i

˘
` MS i pjq ď t

j“h

and MS i pjq is defined as follow:
‚

If j mod p2mi`´ 2q ‰ p2mi ˘´ 3q and j mod 2 “ 0, then
j mod p2mi ´2q {2
}
;
MS i pjq “ GR

‚

Else if j mod p2mi` ´ 2q ‰ p2mi ´ 3q
˘ and j mod 2 “ 1,

i

|
then MS i pjq “ CL
i
‚

‚

pj mod p2mi ´2qq`1 {2

;
m ´1

| i `
Else if j “ 2mi ´ 3, then MS i pjq “ Ti ´ Di ` CL
i
CL0i ;
ř2m ´3 y j
řmi ´2 | j
Else MS i pjq “ Ti ´ j“0i ML
i ´
j“1 CLi ´
řmi ´2 } j
j“0 GR i ;

Proof. From the perspective of executing memory-copies
over the bus, the 2mi ´ 2 memory-copy segments are the
execution segments by the definition of self-suspension task
in Section 2.2. So the definition of MW hi ptq and l directly
y to L
p and
follows those in Lemma 2.1 by applying ML
changing from mi to 2mi ´ 2.
The key difference is in the definition of MS i pjq, which
is the minimum “interval-arrival time” between execution
j
j`1
segments MLi and MLi . By the RT-GPU task model,
when j mod p2mi ´ 2q ‰ p2mi ´ 3q, there is either a GPU or
j
CPU segment after MLi , depending on whether the index
is even or odd. So the lower bound on the response time of
the corresponding GPU or CPU segment is the minimum
interval-arrival time on the bus. For the latter case, the
response time of a CPU segment is lower bounded by its
j
minimum execution time. When j “ 2mi ´ 3, MLi is the
last memory-copy segment of the first job of τi occurring
in the time interval t. In the worst case, all the segments
of this job are delayed toward its deadline, so the minij
j`1
mum interval-arrival time between MLi and MLi
is the
sum of Ti ´ Di , the minimum execution time of the last
m ´1
| i , and the minimum execution time of
CPU segment CL
i
the first CPU segment CL0i of the next job. The last case
calculates the minimum interval-arrival time between the
last memory-copy segment of a job that is not the first job
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and the first memory-copy segment of the next job. Since
these two jobs have an inter-arrival time Ti between their
first CPU segments, intuitively, MS i pjq is Ti minus all the
segments of the previous job plus the last CPU segment
m ´1
| i of the previous job plus the first CPU segment CL0
CL
i
i
of the next job, which is the above formula.
j
Hence, the response time of memory-copy segment MLk
can be bounded by calculating the interference caused by
the workload of tasks hppkq with higher-priorities than task
τk and the blocking term from a low-priority task in lppkq.
j

y is the smallest
Lemma 5.3. The worst-case response time MR
k
value that satisfies the following recurrence:
ÿ
j
j
j
y “ ML
y `
y q
MR
max MW hi pMR
k
k
k
τi Phppkq

hPr0,2mi ´3s

` max

max

τi Plppkq hPr0,2mi ´3s

(5)

h

y
ML
i

Proof. Because the execution of memory-copy segments is
j
y extends Lemma 2.2
non-preemptive, the calculation of MR
k
by incorporating the blocking due to a low-priority
memory-copy segment that is already under execution on
the bus. Under non-preemptive fixed-priority scheduling, a
segment can only be blocked by at most one lower-priority
segment, so this blocking term is upper bounded by the
longest lower-priority segment.
5.4 Fixed-Priority Scheduling for CPU Segments. Now,
we will switch the view and focus on analyzing the fixedpriority scheduling of the CPU segments. Looking from
the perspective of the uniprocessor, CPU segments become
the “execution segments”; the time intervals where task τi
spends on waiting for memory-copy and GPU to complete
now become the “suspension segments”, since the processor
can be used by other tasks during these intervals.
j
y and
For now, let’s assume that the upper bounds MR
i

j

} on response times of memory-copy
lower bounds MR
i
segments are already given in Section 5.3. As for GPU
j
j
}
y and lower bounds GR
segments, the upper bounds GR
i
i
have been obtained in Section 5.2. Similarly, we define the
following CPU workload function CW hi ptq.
Lemma 5.4. CW hi ptq bounds the maximum amount of CPU
computation that task τi can perform during an interval with a
duration t and a starting CPU segment CLhi , where:

CW hi ptq

l
ÿ

“

j“0

i

Proof. From the perspective of the uniprocessor, the mi
CPU segments are the execution segments by the definition
of self-suspension task in Section 2.2. So the definition of
CW hi ptq and l directly follows those in Lemma 2.1 by
x to L
p . For the minimum “interval-arrival time”
applying CL
CS i pjq, there are two memory-copy and one GPU segments
j`1
j
by the RT-GPU task
between segments CLi and CLi
model, when j mod mi ‰ pmi ´ 1q. So CS i pjq is the sum of
the minimum response times of these segments, where the
response time of a memory-copy segment is lower bounded
by its minimum length. The case of j “ mi ´ 1 is the same.
The last case considers for a job that is not the first job in
interval t. The calculation is similar to the one in Lemma 2.1,
except that both the 2mi ´ 2 memory-copy and mi ´ 1 GPU
segments constitute the suspension time.
j
Hence, the response time of CPU segment CLk can be
bounded by calculating the interference caused by the CPU
workload of tasks hppkq with higher-priorities than task τk .
j
y is the smallest
Lemma 5.5. The worst-case response time CR
k
value that satisfies the following recurrence:
ÿ
j
j
j
y q
y “ CL
x `
CR
max CW hi pCR
k
k
k
(6)
hPr0,mi ´1s
τi Phppkq

Proof. The formula is directly extended from Lemma 2.2.
5.5 RT-GPU Scheduling Algorithm and Analysis. For a
particular virtual SM allocation 2GN i for all tasks τi , we can
calculate the response times of all GPU, memory-copy, and
CPU segments using formulas in Section 5.2 to 5.4. Note that
a task starts with the CPU segment CL0i and ends with the
i ´1
CPU segment CLm
. Therefore, we can upper bound the
i
end-to-end response times for all tasks using the following
theorem, by looking at the perspective from CPU.

p k of
Theorem 5.6. The worst-case end-to-end response time R
x k and R2
x k , i.e.,
task τk is upper bounded by the minimum of R1
p k “ minpR1
x k , R2
x k q, where:
R
xk “
R1

mÿ
k ´2

j

y `
GR
k

j“0

´ pl`1q mod mi
x
` min CL
,
i
xk “
R2

t´

l
ÿ
`

j mod mi

x
CL
i

2m
k ´3
ÿ

j

y `
MR
k

j“0

j mod mi

x
CL
i

mÿ
k ´1

j

y
CR
k

(7)

j“0

τi Phppkq

˘
` CS i pjq ď t

and CS i pjq is defined as follow:
2pj mod mi q

}
If j mod mi ‰ pmi ´1q, then CS i pjq “ ML
i
j mod mi
2pj mod mi q`1
}
}
GR
` ML
;

`

2m
k ´3
ÿ

j

y `
MR
k

j“0

ÿ

j“h

i

j

y `
GR
k

`

where l is the maximum integer satisfying the following condition:
l
ÿ
`

mÿ
k ´2
j“0

˘¯
` CS i pjq

j“h

i

‚

Else if j “ mi ´ 1, then CS i pjq “ Ti ´ Di ;
řmi ´1 x j
ř2m ´3 } j
Else CS i pjq “ Ti ´ j“0
CLi ´ j“0i ML
i ´
řmi ´2 } j
GR ;

and R2k is the smallest value that satisfies the recurrence:
j mod mi

x
CL
i

j“h

‚

‚

max
hPr0,mi ´1s

mÿ
k ´1
j“0

j

x
CL
k
(8)

x kq
CW hi pR2

x k and R2
x k are extended from
Proof. The calculations for R1
Lemma 2.3 by noticing that the time spent on waiting for
GPU and memory-copy segments to complete are suspension segments from the perspective of CPU execution.
With the upper bound on the response time of a task, the
following corollary follows immediately.
Corollary 5.6.1. A CPU-GPU task τk is schedulable under
federated scheduling on virtual SMs and fixed-priority scheduling
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p k is
on CPU and bus, if its worst-case end-to-end response time R
no more than its deadline Dk .
Computational complexity. Note that the calculations for
the worst-case response times of individual CPU and
memory-copy segments, as well as one upper bound on the
end-to-end response time, involves fixed-point calculation.
Thus, the above schedulability analysis has pseudopolynomial time complexity. Note that the above schedulability analysis assumes a given virtual SM allocation under
federated scheduling. Hence, we also need to decide the
best virtual SM allocation for task sets, in order to get
better schedulability. The following RT-GPU Scheduling
Algorithm adopts a brute force approach to deciding virtual
SM allocation. Specifically, it enumerates all possible allocations for a given task set on a CPU-GPU platform and uses
the schedulability analysis to check whether the task set is
schedulable or not. Alternatively, one could apply a greedy
approach by assigning the minimum numbers of virtual
SMs to tasks and increasing the numbers for tasks that miss
their deadline according to the schedulability analysis, if one
needs to reduce the running time of the algorithm while a
slight loss in schedulability is affordable.
The full procedure of scheduling GPU tasks can be
described as follows: (1) Grid search a federated scheduling
for the GPU codes and calculate the GPU segment response
j
j
} GR
y s, details in Section 5.4. (2) The CPU segtime rGR
i
i
ments and memory copy segments are scheduled by fixed
priority scheduling. (3) If all the tasks can meet the deadline,
then they are schedulable and otherwise go back to step
(1) to grid search for the next federated scheduling. This
schedulability test for hard deadline parallel GPU tasks can
be summarized in Algorithm 2.

6

F ULL -S YSTEM E VALUATION

6.1 Experiment Setup. In this section, we describe extensive experiments using synthesized tasksets to evaluate the
performance of the proposed RTGPU real-time scheduling
Algorithm 2: Fixed Priority Self-Suspension with
Grid Searched Federated Scheduling
Input: Task set τ , number of virtual SMs 2GN
Output: Scheduability, SM allocation 2GN i
//Grid search for federated scheduling of GPU segments:
1 for GN 1 = 1, ..., GN do
ři´1
2
for GN i = 1, ..., GN ´ j“1 GN j do
řn´1
3
for GN n = 1, ..., GN ´ j“1 GN j do
//Calculate response times of GPU segments:
j
~j
i
} “ GW
4
GR
, 1 ď i ď n;
i
j

5
6

7

8

9
10

y “
GR
i

2GN i
z j αj ´GL
yj
GW
i i
i
2GN i

j

x , 1 ď i ď n;
` GL
i
j
y for all
Calculate worst-case response time MR
k
memory copy segments using Eq.(5);
j
y for all
Calculate worst-case response time CR
k
CPU segments using Eq.(6);
Calculate worst-case end-to-end response time
p k for all tasks using Theorem 5.6;
R
p k ď Dk for all τk then
if R
Scheduability “ 1; break out of all for loops;

10

approach, via both schedulability tests and a real system.
We choose self-suspension [47] and STGM [38]: SpatioTemporal GPU Management for Real-Time Tasks as baselines to compare with, as they represent the state-of-the-art
in fine-grained (SM-granularity) GPU real-time scheduling
algorithms and schedulability tests. Three approaches are
used in our experiments. 1. Proposed RTGPU: the proposed
real-time GPU scheduling of hard deadline parallel tasks
with fine-grain utilization of persistent threads, interleaved
execution, virtual SM, and fixed-priority federated scheduling. 2. Self-Suspension: real-time GPU scheduling of hard
deadline parallel tasks with the persistent threads with
self-suspension scheduling, as in [47]. 3. STGM: real-time
GPU scheduling of hard deadline parallel tasks with the
persistent threads and busy-waiting scheduling, as in [38].
To compare the schedulability results for these approaches, we measured the acceptance ratio in each of
four simulations with respect to a given goal for taskset
utilization. We generated 100 tasksets for each utilization
level, with the following task configurations. The acceptance
ratio of a level was the number of schedulable tasksets,
divided by the number of tasksets for this level, i.e., 100.
According to the GPU workload profiling and characterization [48], the memory length upper bound was set to
1/4 of the GPU length upper bound. We first generated a
set of utilization rates, Ui , with a uniform distribution for
the tasks in the taskset, and then normalized the tasks to
the taskset utilization values for the given goal. Next. we
generated the CPU, memory, and GPU segment lengths,
uniformly distributed within their ranges in Table 1. The
deadline Di of task i was set according to the generated
řmi ´1 x j
segment lengths and its utilization rate: Di “ p j“0
CLi `
ř2mi ´3 y j řmi ´2 x j
MLi ` j“0 GLi q{Ui . In the configuration setting,
j“0
the CPU, memory, and GPU lengths were normalized with
one CPU, one memory interface, and one GPU SM. When
the total utilization rate, U , is 1, the one CPU, one memory
interface, and one GPU SM are fully utilized. As there are
multiple SMs available (and used), the total utilization rate
will be larger than 1. The period Ti is equal to the deadline Di . The task priorities are determined with deadlinemonotonic priority assignment.
Meanwhile, in each experiment we evaluate two models.
The first model has two memory copies: one memory copy
from CPU to GPU and one memory copy back from GPU to
CPU between a CPU segment and a GPU segment, which
is exactly the execution model we introduced in section 4.
The second model has one memory copy between a CPU
segment and a GPU segment, which combines the memory
copy from CPU to GPU and the memory copy from GPU
to CPU. These two models can capture not only the CPUGPU systems but also general heterogeneous computing
architectures.
6.2 Schedulability Analysis. Our first evaluation focused
on the schedulability of tasksets as the overall utilization
increased, with respect to different parameters pertinent to
schedulability. The following sub-subsections present the
results of four simulations that each varied the different
parameters we examined: the ratios of CPU, memory, and
GPU segment lengths; the number of subtasks; the number
of tasks; and the number of total SMs.
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Figure 8: Schedulability under different computation (CPU) and suspension (memory+GPU) lengths
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Figure 9: Schedulability under different numbers of subtasks
Table 1: Parameters for the taskset generation
Parameters
Number of tasks N in taskset
Task type
Number of subtasks M in each task
Number of tasksets in each experiment
CPU segment length (ms)
Memory segment length (ms)
GPU segment length2 (ms)
Task period and deadline
GPU kernel launch overhead pq
Number of physical GPU SMs NSM {2
Priority assignment

Value
5
periodic tasks
5
100
[1 to 20]
[1 to 5]
[1 to 20]
pTi {Di q
12%
10
D monotonic

6.2.1 CPU, Memory, and GPU Lengths. We investigated
the impact of CPU, memory, and GPU segment lengths on
the acceptance ratio. To study this quantitatively, We tested
the acceptance ratio under different length range ratios.
The CPU length is shown as Table 1 and we changed the
memory, and GPU lengths according to the length ratio. Fig.
8 shows taskset acceptance ratio when the CPU, memory,
and GPU length range ratios were set to 2:1, 1:2, and 1:8,
which give an exponential scale.
Not surprisingly, the STGM approach is effective only
when the memory and GPU segment (suspension segment)
lengths are short enough: the STGM approach was developed based on ”busy waiting”. When tasks are being processed in memory copy and GPU segments, the CPU core
is not released and remains busy waiting for the memory
copy and GPU segments to finish. Although this is the most
straightforward approach, its pessimistic aspect lies in the
CPU waiting for the memory copy and GPU segments to
finish. Thus, it will be ineffective and hugely pessimistic
when the memory copy and GPU segments are large.
Self-suspension scheduling in [23] increases the schedulability performance compared with the straight forward
STGM approach. Self-suspension models the memory and
GPU segments as being suspended, and the CPU is released

during this suspension. The theoretical drawback of this approach is that the suspension does not distinguish between
the memory segments and GPU segments. Instead, they are
modelled as non-preemptive and will block higher priority
tasks. However, in real systems, each task is allocated its
own exclusive GPU SMs, and the GPU segments in one task
will not interfere the GPU segments in other tasks.
The RTGPU schedulability analysis proposed in this
paper is effective even when the memory and GPU segment
(suspension segment) lengths are long. In this approach, we
distinguish the CPU, memory, and GPU segments based on
their individual properties. For example, if the CPU cores
are preemptive, then no blocking will happen. Blocking
happens only in non-preemptive memory segments. Meanwhile, because federated scheduling is applied for the GPU
segments and each task is allocated its own exclusive GPU
SMs, the GPU segments can be executed immediately when
they are ready, without waiting for higher priority GPU
segments to finish or being blocked by lower GPU segments.
Also, by comparing the models with one memory copy
and two memory copies, we notice that the memory copy is
the bottleneck in the CPU-GPU systems because of limited
resource (bandwidth) and non preemption. Reducing the
numbers of memory copies or combining memory copies
can increase the system schedulability, especially when the
memory copy length is large shown in Fig. 8 (b) and (c).
6.2.2 Number of Subtasks. We then evaluated the impact
of the number of subtasks in each task on the acceptance
ratio. From the possible values in Table 1, the number of
subtasks, M , in each task was set to 3, 5, or 7. The corresponding acceptance ratios are shown in Fig.9. The results
show that with more subtasks in a task, schedulability
decreases under all approaches but the proposed RTGPU
approach still outperforms all other approaches. Compared
with STGM, the proposed RTGPU approach and the selfsuspension approach are the most robust as the number of
subtasks increases.
6.2.3 Number of Tasks. In a third simulation, we evaluated
the impact of the number of tasks in each taskset on the
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Figure 10: Schedulability under different numbers of tasks
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Figure 11: Schedulability under different numbers of SMs

6.3 GPU Experiment. We also empirically evaluated the
proposed RTGPU scheduling framework on a real system
with an NVIDIA 1080TI GPU, which has 28 SMs modeled
as 56 virtual SMs. (There are 28 physical streaming multiprocessors (SMs) in an NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti: 27 SMs can be used
for executing parallel tasks, and 1 SM is reserved for handling default system applications.) The CPU was an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-3930K CPU operating at 3.20GHz with 12 cores
and 12,288 KB of on-chip cache. We implemented the synthetic benchmarks described in Section 4 in a common realtime scheduling context, since multiple GPU kernel concurrency is supported only within the same CUDA context. To
run multiple kernels from different tasks simultaneously, we
created a single parent process and launched each kernel
using a separate CPU thread of that parent process. For
parallel kernel execution, CUDA streams were used to allow

100%
90%

Schedulable tasksets (%)

acceptance ratio. Again, from the possible values in Table
1, the number of tasks, N , in each task was set to 3, 5,
or 7. The corresponding acceptance ratios are shown in
Fig.10. As with subtasks, schedulability decreases under all
the approaches as the number of tasks increases, but the
proposed RTGPU approach outperformed the other two.
6.2.4 Number of SMs. Finally, we examined the impact of
the number of total SMs on the acceptance ratio. Based on
the possible values in Table 1, the number of subtasks M and
tasks N in each setting are again set to 5. The corresponding
acceptance ratios are shown in Fig.10. All three approaches
have better schedulability as the number of available SMs
increases. From this set of experiments we can see that
adding two more SMs will cause the utilization rate to increase for all three approaches. Meanwhile, among the three
approaches, the proposed RTGPU approach again achieved
the best schedulability across different numbers of SMs. As
shown in Fig.10 (a), when the computation resources (GPU
SMs) are limited, the bottleneck from memory copy is more
obvious and serious. The two memories model has a poor
scheduability in all approaches and the one memory model
has a significant improved performance.
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Figure 12: Schedulability under different numbers of SMs
with schedulability analysis and Real GPU experiments
(with worst case execution time model)
asynchronous copy and kernel execution. By default, the
NVIDIA GPU adopts ”adaptive power setting”, in which
the firmware adaptively throttles the clock speeds of SM
cores and memory when they experience a low utilization
rate. To avoid interference from adaptive power setting and
guarantee hard deadlines, we manually fixed the SM core
and memory frequencies respectively using the nvidia-smi
command. We also set the GPUs to persistence mode to keep
the NVIDIA driver loaded even when no applications are
accessing the cards. This is particularly useful for a series of
short jobs.
As in the previous schedulability analysis experiments,
each task in a taskset was randomly assigned one of the values in Table 1. The deadline was set to the same value as the
period. Theoretically, the memory copy and GPU kernels are
modeled by their worst execution times. The execution time
distributions of different sizes of memory copies through
PCIe from CPU to GPU and from GPU to CPU and different
GPU kernel thread lengths are measured by executed 10,000
times. Using the real GPU system, we examined schedulability using different numbers of SMs and compared the
results from the schedulability analysis and from the real
GPU experiments (with the worst and average execution
time model). Fig. 12 presents the acceptance ratio results of
the RTGPU schedulability analysis and experiments on the
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Figure 13: Schedulability under different numbers of SMs
with schedulability analsysis and Real GPU experiments
(with average execution time model)
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sources

Figure 14: RTGPU Throughput improvements
real GPU system. Both of them have better schedulability as
the number of available SMs increases. The gaps between
the schedulability analysis and real GPU system arise from
the pessimistic aspect of the schedulability analysis and
the model mismatches between worst execution time and
acutual execution time. In the limited computation resource
scenarios (5 SMs and 8 SMs), the bottlenecks from memory copy exist in both schedulability test and experiments
with real GPU systems. Reducing the numbers of memory
copies or combining memory copies are proper methods
to deal with the bottlenecks. After this, the memory copy
and GPU kernels are modeled by their average execution
times. The results from the RTGPU schedulability analysis
and real GPU system are presented in Fig.13. Because the
segments are modeled by their average execution times,
which is much tighter than the worst execution time, the
gaps between the schedulability analysis and experiments
on the real GPU system are further reduced.
Finally, we quantified the GPU throughput gained by
the virtual SM model on the synthetic and real benchmark
tasksets:
η1 “

Nÿ
“5
i“1

η2 “

Nÿ
“5
i“1

N umbers of SM taskpiq
2
ˆp
´ 1q
GP U T otal N umbers of SM s
αpiq

improvement, we compare it with the actual used SMs as
described in E.q. (10), in Fig. 14(b). We can see 20% and 11%
throughput improvement in synthetic benchmarks and real
benchmarks. This can be achieved with any GPU systems
and with different numbers of SMs. The reason why the
synthetic benchmark has more throughput improvement
than the real benchmark is that the special function kernel
in the synthetic benchmark has a low interleaved ratio, as
it uses the special function units (SFUs) while other kernels
rarely use these units.
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